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ABSTRACT In this paper, a high breakdown voltage of more than 2200 V in high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) with AlGaN channel and a novel ohmic/Schottky-hybrid drain contact is achieved, which is the record breakdown voltage ever achieved on AlGaN-channel HEMTs. The fabricated device exhibits a high on/off ratio of $7 \times 10^9$ and a low subthreshold swing of 64 mV/decade, enabled by the AlGaN channel and wet treatment. Furthermore, it exhibits excellent high-temperature output characteristics and dynamic $I_D–V_D$ characteristics. Even though both the AlGaN channel and the ohmic/Schottky-hybrid drain have certain impact on the on-state resistance because of the higher sheet resistance and drain contact resistance, these results indicate the significance and potential of AlGaN-channel HEMTs with a hybrid drain architecture in high-voltage applications.

INDEX TERMS AlGaN channel, ohmic/Schottky-hybrid drain, breakdown voltage, MOVPE.

I. INTRODUCTION
GaN-based high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) have attracted great interest for power conversion applications due to their low loss and fast switching speeds [1], [2]. In order to extend these applications to the high voltage field, various material and device improvements have been reported to enhance breakdown voltage, using AlGaN channels [3], [4], AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN double-heterostructures [5], field plates [6], [7], or Schottky-sources/drains [8]. The AlGaN-channel HEMTs show great promise for high voltage applications due to an increased critical electric-field in AlGaN materials compared to GaN. However, it is extremely difficult to obtain AlGaN-channel HEMTs with high Al composition (>0.5) and excellent crystalline quality on a hetero-substrate owing to significant lattice and thermal mismatches between the AlGaN buffer layer and the hetero-substrate [9], [10]. Meanwhile, the breakdown voltage sees negligible improvement due to the poor crystalline quality that results from high Al composition. In addition, the reported breakdown field strengths of AlGaN channel HEMTs are much less than their expected critical field strength. To the authors’ best knowledge, currently no reports of a breakdown voltage exceeding 2000 V for AlGaN-channel HEMTs exists.

In this letter, we demonstrate a novel drain contact for AlGaN-channel HEMTs with an Al composition of 0.1 in the channel. This new drain contact can be obtained through only changing the design layout and without modifying (or increasing) device fabrication process steps. By combining the new drain contacts with the AlGaN channel, high breakdown voltages of more than 2200 V for HEMTs grown on a sapphire substrate are achieved. Furthermore, the technology is also anticipated to promote uniformity in the breakdown characteristics since the hybrid drain contacts feature much improved edge and surface metal morphology than the ohmic contacts merely formed through high-temperature annealing.

II. MATERIAL GROWTH AND DEVICE FABRICATION
The Al$_{0.1}$Ga$_{0.9}$N/Al$_{0.1}$Ga$_{0.9}$N epitaxy in this work is grown on a two-inch c-plane sapphire substrate by a low-pressure metalorganic chemical-vapor-phase epitaxy system.
Trymethylaluminum, trymethylgallium and ammonia (NH₃) are used as the precursors of Al, Ga and N, respectively. Hydrogen is used as the carrier gas. The substrates are annealed in NH₃ and H₂ mixed gas ambient for 10 min at 1050°C to remove the surface contamination before the epitaxial growth. The growth is initiated with a 180 nm high-temperature AlN nucleation (HT-AlN) layer grown at 1050°C, followed by a 1.1 µm GaN buffer layer at 1000°C. In order to avoid the generation of parasitic channel and crack, a 300 nm linear-graded AlₓGa₁₋ₓN transition layer from 0% to 10% Al content on top is grown at 1000°C, followed by a 200 nm Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N channel layer at 1000°C. Then, a 1 nm AlN interlayer, a 24 nm Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N barrier, and a 2 nm GaN cap layer are deposited. All the layers are unintentionally doped. At room temperature, the non-contact Hall measurements for the Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N/Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N sample showed a sheet carrier density of $3.9 \times 10^{12}$ cm⁻² and an electron mobility of 801 cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹, respectively. The sheet resistance of the epitaxy is $2093 \Omega/\Box$. High resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) and atomic force measurements (AFM) were performed to evaluate the device's crystalline quality and surface morphology, respectively. The (002) and (102) full-width at half-maxima (FWHM) for the Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N channel layer were 57 arcsec and 1292 arcsec, respectively. The surface roughness over an area of $20 \times 20$ µm² in terms of root mean square for the Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N/Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N heterostructure layer was 0.34 nm. For comparison, an Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N/GaN heterostructure which contains a 180 nm HT-AlN nucleation layer, a 1.6 µm GaN buffer layer, a 1 nm AlN interlayer, a 24 nm Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N barrier, and a 2 nm GaN cap layer is also grown in the same conditions as that in the Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N/Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N epitaxy. It exhibited a sheet carrier density of $9.2 \times 10^{12}$ cm⁻² and an electron mobility of 2070 cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹, which are higher than those of the Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N/Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N heterostructure due to enhanced piezoelectric polarization and reduced alloy disorder scattering. The sheet resistance of the AlGaN/GaN heterostructure is 327 $\Omega/\Box$. Figure 1(a) shows the cross-sectional schematic profile of the fabricated device. Device fabrication started with mesa isolation performed by BCl₃/Cl₂ inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) etching to a depth of 150 nm, followed by a tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMASH) treatment with a 25% concentrated solution at 85°C for 10 min. Then, ohmic contact in the source and ohmic stripes in the drain were formed using Ti/Al/Ni/Au (22/140/55/45 nm) multilayer metals deposited by electron-beam evaporation, followed by a rapid thermal anneal at 840°C for 30 s in N₂ at atmospheric pressure. The four ohmic stripes in the drain have a length of 3 µm and a spacing of 1.5 µm. The length of the Schottky metal between the gate-side drain edge and ohmic stripe is 3 µm. Finally, the gate electrodes and Schottky contacts covering the ohmic stripes in the drain terminal were fabricated by evaporation of a Ni/Au (45/200 nm) bilayer. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the AlGaN channel HEMTs with ohmic, Schottky, and ohmic/Schottky-hybrid drains are shown in Figs. 1(b), 1(c), and 1(d), respectively. The AlGaN-channel HEMTs have a gate length $L_G$ = 3 µm, a gate width $W_G$ = 50 µm, a source-gate distance $L_{SG} = 3$ µm, and a gate-drain distance $L_{GD} = 6 - 22$ µm.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

The isolation structures in Fig. 2(a) were fabricated to evaluate the buffer breakdown characteristics of the GaN and AlGaN channel HEMTs. We can see from Fig. 2(b) that the breakdown voltage for the GaN channel reaches 1200 V with 20 µm of isolation spacing. The breakdown voltage for the Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N channel with the same isolation spacing is more than 2000 V, which is 1.6 times that of the GaN channel. The higher breakdown voltage from the Al₀.₃Ga₀.₇N channel results not only because of the higher breakdown strength of the AlGaN material itself, but also due to AlGaN epitaxy with good crystalline quality.

From Fig. 3(a), it is evident that the GaN-channel HEMTs have a larger saturation current density of 481 mA/mm

![FIGURE 1. (a) Cross-sectional schematic diagram of the fabricated AlGaN-channel HEMT. (b)–(d) Top-view SEM images of the AlGaN-channel HEMTs with ohmic, Schottky, and ohmic/Schottky-hybrid drains, respectively.](image1)

![FIGURE 2. (a) Cross-sectional schematic of the fabricated isolation structures spurring from GaN and AlGaN channel epitaxy. (b) The channel breakdown characteristics of the GaN and AlGaN channel HEMTs.](image2)
than that of 198 mA/mm for AlGaN-channel HEMTs mainly due to their lower sheet resistance. To follow-up on these experiments, the saturation current density of the AlGaN-channel HEMTs can be improved by increasing the Al component of the barrier layer. The drain current of AlGaN-channel HEMTs can be improved by increasing the Al component of the barrier layer. The drain current collapse in GaN-channel HEMTs in Fig. 3(a) is related to self-heating due to the poor thermal conductivity of sapphire substrate. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the output characteristics of the AlGaN-channel HEMTs with different drain contacts for $V_{DS} = 20$ V. AlGaN-channel HEMT has negligible impact on its transfer characteristics. However, the AlGaN-channel HEMTs have a lower reverse gate-leakage current than their GaN counterparts because AlGaN has deeper energy-level traps than GaN [11]. Therefore, the off-state currents for the AlGaN-channel HEMTs are lower than for GaN. As is well known, the gate-leakage current consists of surface, bulk, and mesa edge leakages [12]. This work employed a tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) treatment with a 25% concentrated solution at 85°C for 10 min to eliminate etching damage and to smoothen the recessed surface after the mesa isolation process [13]. Finally, the process obtained an $I_{on}/I_{off}$ ratio of $7 \times 10^{10}$ and subthreshold swing of 64 mV/decade for the AlGaN-channel HEMTs.

Figure 4 (a) and (b) show $I_{DS}-V_{DS}$ measurement curves as a function of temperature for GaN-channel HEMT and AlGaN-channel HEMT with hybrid drain contacts and $L_{CD} = 6 \mu$m. (c) Normalized drain current as a function of temperature for GaN-channel HEMT and for AlGaN-channel HEMT. The ohmic/Schottky hybrid has a certain impact on the on-state resistance of the AlGaN-channel HEMTs; in comparison, the on-state resistance of the Schottky drain is higher, resulting from a higher contact resistance. Figure 3(d) demonstrates the transfer and gate-leakage characteristics for the GaN and AlGaN channel HEMTs with different drain contacts. Changing the drain contact for the AlGaN-channel HEMT has negligible impact on its transfer characteristics. However, the AlGaN-channel HEMTs have a lower reverse gate-leakage current than their GaN counterparts because AlGaN has deeper energy-level traps than GaN [11]. Therefore, the off-state currents for the AlGaN-channel HEMTs are lower than for GaN. As is well known, the gate-leakage current consists of surface, bulk, and mesa edge leakages [12]. This work employed a tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) treatment with a 25% concentrated solution at 85°C for 10 min to eliminate etching damage and to smoothen the recessed surface after the mesa isolation process [13]. Finally, the process obtained an $I_{on}/I_{off}$ ratio of $7 \times 10^{10}$ and subthreshold swing of 64 mV/decade for the AlGaN-channel HEMTs.

Figure 4 (a) and (b) show $I_{DS}-V_{DS}$ measurement curves as a function of temperature for GaN-channel HEMT and AlGaN-channel HEMT with hybrid drain contacts and $L_{CD} = 6 \mu$m. (c) Normalized drain current as a function of temperature for GaN-channel HEMT and for AlGaN-channel HEMT. (d) Transfer and gate leakage characteristics as a function of temperature for GaN-channel and AlGaN-channel HEMTs with hybrid drain.
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FIGURE 5. Pulsed \( I_{DS} \)-\( V_{DS} \) measurements for (a) GaN-channel HEMT, (b) AlGaN-channel HEMT with ohmic drain contacts and (c) AlGaN-channel HEMT with hybrid drain contact with \( L_{GD} = 6 \, \mu m \). Quiescent points: \( (V_{GS0} = 0 \, V, V_{DS0} = 0 \, V) \), \( (V_{GS0} = 8 \, V, V_{DS0} = 10 \, V) \), \( (V_{CS0} = 4 \, V, V_{DS0} = 1 \, V) \) and \( (V_{CS0} = 8 \, V, V_{DS0} = 10 \, V) \). The pulse width and period of 1 \( \mu s \) and 10 ms were used, respectively.

FIGURE 6. The breakdown measurement curves for Al\(_{0.3}\)Ga\(_{0.7}\)N/GaN and Al\(_{0.3}\)Ga\(_{0.7}\)N/Al\(_{0.1}\)Ga\(_{0.9}\)N HEMTs with different drain contacts and gate-drain spacings.

As shown in Fig. 6, the breakdown voltage of the Al\(_{0.3}\)Ga\(_{0.7}\)N/Al\(_{0.1}\)Ga\(_{0.9}\)N HEMT with ohmic contact and \( L_{GD} \) of 6 \( \mu m \) is much higher than that of the Al\(_{0.3}\)Ga\(_{0.7}\)N/GaN HEMT. It is known that carbon incorporation acts as compensation dopant during GaN growth is less than for AlGaN growth [16]. The reduced C-concentration of the GaN channel leaves it slightly n-type (typically due to O\(_2\) or Si incorporation during MOCVD) and thus reduces the channel blocking significantly below its intrinsic limits. The breakdown voltage of the Al\(_{0.3}\)Ga\(_{0.7}\)N/Al\(_{0.1}\)Ga\(_{0.9}\)N HEMT with a hybrid contact and \( L_{GD} \) of 6 \( \mu m \) is greater than that with only the ohmic contact, attributable to better edge and surface metal morphology [8]. The breakdown voltages of the Al\(_{0.3}\)Ga\(_{0.7}\)N/Al\(_{0.1}\)Ga\(_{0.9}\)N HEMTs with the hybrid contact and \( L_{GD} = 8, 10, 12, \) and 22 \( \mu m \) reach 846, 1072, 1336, and 2274 V, respectively. These results are benchmarked against the GaN HEMTs reported by other groups (Fig. 7).

A strict criterion of 1 \( \mu A/mm \) was adopted in Fig. 7 for a low off-state dissipated power. Noticeably, the device in this work still demonstrates a high specific on-resistance. The higher Al composition in the barrier or another heterostructure with a thin GaN layer inserted between the AlGaN channel and AlN interlayer will be implemented to reduce the specific on-resistance in our subsequent study. Even so, these results still make the AlGaN-channel HEMTs with hybrid contacts very promising for application in power devices requiring 1200 V or even more.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a combination of AlGaN channels and new ohmic/Schottky-hybrid drain contacts to improve the breakdown voltage of transistor devices, and a breakdown voltage of more than 2200 V for devices with \( L_{GD} = 22 \, \mu m \) was achieved. This is the first report showing a breakdown voltage exceeding 2000 V for an AlGaN-channel HEMT. In addition, by using the AlGaN buffer and a wet treatment, a low subthreshold swing of 64 mV/decade and a high on/off ratio of \( 7 \times 10^9 \) were obtained. The output characteristics at elevated temperatures and the dynamic characteristics of the devices were also improved. These improved results demonstrate important potential of this fabricated structure in the future for power switching applications requiring breakdown voltages more than 1200 V.
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